
Crypto Mining Space Bought 10,000 Dragon
Mining Rigs (6,000 Dragon Mini, 2,000 Dragon
Extreme and 2,000 Dragon Miner) From
Dragon Mining Tech
Macau, China, Date, April 18, 2018:  Early this morning Crypto Mining Space has placed a large

order to Crypto Currency Hardware company Dragon Mining Tech. Dragon Mining will supply

total 10,000 Dragon Mining Rigs (6,000 Dragon Mini, 2,000 Dragon Extreme and 2,000

Dragon Miner), These machines will be used to mine B2G (Bitcoiin2Gen), Ethereum, and

Bitcoin Gold.

 

“The size and timeliness of these orders define Dragon Mining Tech’s
established role as a key manufacturer of Mining Equipment to mine
Bitcoiin2Gen (B2G),” says Dragon Mining Tech CEO Johnny Chen.

About Dragon Mining Technology:

 

Dragon Mining Tech is a world-class cryptocurrency-mining hardware manufacturing company

with expertise in engineering and manufacture of mining ecosystems to mine Bitcoiin2Gen.

Established in 2015 and incorporated in 2018, the firm is headquartered in Shenzhen / China.

 

Dragon Mining is a market leader, provides complete Crypto-mining solutions for emerging

cryptocurrencies. We engineer and manufacture crypto-mining hardware. Therefore we focus

on developing and building GPU-based mining rigs for Ethereum and Alt Coins.

 

For more information, please visit: http://www.dragonmining.tech/

 

 



ABOUT CRYPTO MINING SPACE

CryptoMiningSpace specializes in cryptocurrency mining & trading for all levels. We make it simple and easy for
investors of Bitcoiin2Gen (B2G) to transition and most especially profit from our premier mining pool programs.
These top-notch programs will allow investors to capitalize on the growth of their money while also keeping a
peace of mind.

Bitcoiin mining is powered by Dragon Mining Tech which is a world-class cryptocurrency-mining hardware
manufacturing company with expertise in engineering and manufacturing of mining ecosystems to mine
Bitcoiin2Gen (B2G). Crypto Mining Space is an accredited program which is directly mining through the Dragon
Pool ecosystem. All mined B2G is distributed among all clients of Crypto Mining Space depending on their share
of hash-rate in the whole system.

With our premier mining & trading programs, you may customize a plan that will best suit your needs. Each miner
is a highly efficient piece of mining equipment especially designed for cryptocurrency mining. Our datacenters
houses Dragon Miner B2G/ETH/BTG GPU miners.
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